Government of Atlántico

Leather Atlántico

Barranquilla (Colombia), December 30, 2019

Re: The Prem Rawat Foundation.
Many thanks to the Prem Rawat foundation and all of its work team for bringing quality education to the Atlántico state in Colombia.

The Department of Education of the Atlántico state thanks The Prem Rawat foundation for its commitment in bringing its message of peace to every corner of the world and in special to the children, youth and teachers of the educational Institution Jose Consuegra Higgins of this beautiful region of Colombia.

The Peace Education Program (PEP) and its collaborating volunteers have won the hearts of the State of Atlántico residents by actions of acceptance, dedication and commitment within our social sphere by providing workshops and playful activities amongst others, that have led to a transformation in the behaviour and attitude of the students who along with their teachers have established corporative growth and an optimal institutional environment of conciliatory living within the frame of human dignity.

The education quality team of this secretariat of education reports and confirms that more than 5,000 people amongst teachers, psycho-orientees and students were presented with the PEP. They were pleased by the wisdom of the peace leader from India –Mr Prem Rawat- which found a place in their hearts. This led to demonstrations of creativity with murals and promoting campaigns, both exhibiting noteworthy phrases of the most appreciated leader in the world, Prem Rawat.

Marry Christmas and a prosperous and virtuous new year and our wishes for the continuation of this work by holding God’s hand for humanity.

Sincerely,

(Signature)

Monica Yadra Torres Areila
Secretary of Education (Chief administrative Officer)
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